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I. Introduction 

#6-s·s() 

Energy savings in buildings heating is very important because of the 
amount of needs compared with total energy requirement. 

In 70 5 many nations started creating rules and also facilities for 

thermal insulation of buildings. In the same time, for reaching more 

savings, also for existing buildings, the intermittent heating studies 

and experiments received new impulse (I, 2, 3 ,q, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12). 

The dynamic thermal performance of buildings is not simple: during the 

transient periods complex heating exchanges are present between parts of 
building, inside and outside; only using the computer we can, with a good 

accuracy, take count of it ( 13, 14, IS, 16). 

The problem solution is very simplified if the building is planned as an 
omogeneous and isothermal body (17) and by the use of the average season 
efficiencies of heating system ( 18, 19,20). 

2. Expression of energy savings in intermittent heatin& 

The energy savings in intermittent heating are expressed by 

s = (Q - Q.)/(Q = I - (Q./Q) 
c 1 c 1 c 

(J) 

where Oc(J), Qj(J) are respectively the building needs in continuous and 

intermittent heating. 

The amount of Qc is known with a good accuracy from 

Q Cg•V•D (2) 
c 

0-. 
(J: 

~ 
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where Cg (W/m'·•c) is Lhe huiJding tot;il volume h"ating <'><Change 

coefficient, V (m') is Lhe building volume, 0 (°C•s) the degr~e-days. the 

expr.,ssion (2) is ver:y ofte11 used becauS'-' o! its simplicity in heating 

cn l cu larions, and it is verified in the e"l<perimental mea.sure1Dents 

esJ>eciaHy for nor too light buildings, see !or instance ( 18). 

The degree-days can be expressed as a function of the average external 

temperature Tou c0 c> of the heating season and of its tasting period d(sl 

D = (T - T ) d (3) 
Sp OU 

where T
5

p is the set-point temperature. 

Generally the degree-days are calculated with 

than tsp because of the free energy supplies. 

no count of it~ 

an inside temperature lower 
In the present work we take 

The energy needs depend also on the heating system efficiency 

season, so the fuel savings finally are given by 

in heating 

E = (Q /E 
c c 

Q.t(.J/CQ 1( >=1-<( 1(.JCQ./Q J=1-c( 1€.Jc1-sl 
ll CC Cll.C Cl 

(4) 

where Ee, Ei are the medium values of the effic:iencies plotted 
heating season, continuous and intermittent heating respec.tive1y. 

in the 

). Lump~d capacitY- method 

The building is planned as an homogeneous and isothermal body, having a 

surrounding surface in which all the.rmal resistances heating exchanges 

are concentrated. The schema is depicted in figure J. 

Fig. / . 

~ 
~ 

C V ( T(t) - T 
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Building = lumped capacity body; Cth (J/°C) is the build

ing thermal capacity; S (m 2 ) is the surrounding surfare; 
T (°C), T

0
u (°C) are the body and outside air temper

atures; t(s) the time. 

During the cooling period, the outside temperature is constant, the heat 
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lost from the body must be equal to the heat released from storage . The 
integration of the energy balance equation is 

(T - T ) I (T - T ) 
OU sp OU 

-(t/T) 
e (5) 

where Tsp is the set-point temperature assumed as starting temperature in 
the cooling period, T is the time constant expressed by 

T = Cth/Cg·V (6) 

If W is the internal heat release rate within the building, the heating 
equation is, in the same way: 

(T - T ) I (T - T ) = 1- -(t/T) 
sh f sh e (7) 

where Tsh is the starting temperature during the heating period, Tf is 
the final temperatu1~ reached in the balance conditions and given by 

<!> Cg V (Tf w T ) 
OU 

4. Lumped capacity method for intermittent heati.!'.&. 

The intermittent heating is defined by three time periods: 
t 5 p, time when Tsp is maintained; 
tc , cooling time (heating system off); 

(8) 

th , heating time when the building reaches the Tsp• starting from the 
cooling period final temperature. 

The intermittent heating rycle must equal to the sum of the three time 

periods. In a daily cycle that we are considering from now on, time in 
hours, is 

t + t + t = 24 
sp c h 

(9) 

Given the value>s of outdoor and indoor temperature T0 u, T
5

p, we can 
decide the intermittent heating program by choosjng two of the three time 

periods, for instance tc and th because it is easier than using t~p· From 
the (S), (7), (8), we have the following equation by which the power 

needed for maintaining the program is determined 

W =Cg V (T - T ) (etc/T·e th/.:'.t)/(/clT(ethlT_J)) 
sp OU 

(JO) 

If W0 is the base power, with T0 u the design external air temperatl1re, 

w 
0 

Cg V (Tsp - T0 u) (I I) 

I 
I, 
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and p is the over power coefficient defined as 

p = (W - W ) I W ( 12) 
0 0 

the same coefficient can be expressed by the intermittent programm 

p =(etch_ 1) I (etc/T(et1,/T_I)) ( 13) 

Assuming that the building heating needs are proportional to the supplied 
powers, the energy savings during an intermittent heating cyc le, in the 
base conditions are 

(24 W -(t ·W +t ·W))/24·W =1-t /24-(t /24)·(W/W )= 
O Sp O h o sp h O 

1-t /24 -(t /24 )( l+p) 
sp h 

( 14) 

We can see that in the energy savings equation there are only two 

parameters, the heating program tsp' tc, th, and the over power 
coefficient p. The parameter p, besides, depend on the heating programm 

and on the building thermal time constant. Thus, supposing that a given 
heating programm is the same for the entire heating season it comes out 

$I = 5 ( 15) 

From equations (I) and (2) it comes then 

Q. = ( 1-s) Q 
1 c 

( 1-s) Cg V D ( 16) 

expressing the building energy needs in intermittent heating. 

S. Ave~age season efficiencies of heating system 

We are referring to the most general heating system, of the traditional 
type. The hypothesis are the followings: 
- the heating system is of the centralised type, the boiler is separated 

from the building; 
- the burner regulation is on-off; 
- the boiler temperature is constant; 
- the automatic regulation is made on the thermal carrier fluid 

temperature, its efficiency equals one; 
- the fuel is gaseous or liquid, without unbur~t; 

the heating system thermal inertia equals zero. 

The heat balance of the whole, building and heating system, 
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represented in figure 2 . 

wb ~ 

Fig. 2. Building and heating system thermal balance 

where Wb, Ws, Wr, Wu, are 
smoke losses, the boiler 
heating needs. 

respectively the fuel heating power, the boiler 
radiation and convection losses, the building 

Wb, Ws and WT are constant, Wb and Ws are supplied and lost when the 
burner is on during the time period ton• wr is lost for the entire 
heating season period d. Wu is varying with the building heating load, 
the maximum value comes from the equation (12), 

W : ( 1 + p) W 
0 ( 17) 

W' defines the burr· ~r power Wb by means of the heating system nominal 
efficiency 

where 

W = W/£: (/ + p) W /£ 
b 0 

= I - W /W - W /W 
S b T b £ ' -TI 

E ' : 1-W /W 
s b TI = W /W 

r b 

( 18) 

( 19) 

(20) 

The terms £', TI and £ 

related to the heating 
power coefficient p; p 

are given gener.ally as a function of the power W , 
type, continuous or intermittent, through the ov~r 
equals zero in the continuous heating type. 

The average heating season factor is 

m = (T 
sp T ) I (T 

OU Sp 
T ) 

OU (2 I) 

where TSP' T0u, T0u are respectively 
outside design temperature and the set-point temperature, the 

the outside average season temperature value, as before said. 

We can express the season average value of the efficiency ;, by writing 
the burner balance of the heating season 

.. . 
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(W - W ) t - W ·d 
b s on r 

Q (22) 

E s QI w ·t (23) 
b on 

Thus, the season average values of the efficiency in the continuous, £c, 

and intermittent, Ei, heating are, taking count of the expressions (2), 

(I I), ( 16), ( 18), ( 19), 

E a £ • e:' ·m / ( E •m + TT ) 
c c c c c 

( 21,) 

£. - e:.·e:'.·;;; I Ce:.·;;;+ TT.> 
l 1 l. l l 

(25) 

where the subscripts c and i refer to the continuous and inlermittent 

heating. 

6. Results 

The expressions (S) and (7) show as building cooling and heating speed 

increases when the time constant becomes lower. The time constant 

repreesnts therefore in a synthetic way the building thermal inertia; in 

fact in its expression the building mass and thermal insu] at ion are 

included. 

The expression ( 13) shows that for maintaining a given intermittent 

heating program, an over-power depending on the same program and on the 

building thermal inertia, but not on the external and tl1e indoor 

temperature, is needed. 

The over-powers increase rapidly when the bu i 1 ding time constant 

increases (fig. 3.a) till T reaches "'50 h and when th decreases (fig. 

3.b). The over-powers increase about linearly when the tc increases (fig. 

J.c). 

The over-powers needed for keeping an int e rmittent heating program are 

generally high, except for little inertia buildings, short tc and/or for 

th longer than 4~5 h. 

The equation ( 14) shows that the energy savings in the intermittent 

heating are function only of the intermittent heating program and of the 

building thermal inertia. It shows also that the energy savings are 

varying inversely to over-power, so they are r;:1pidly derreasing as the 

building thermal inertia increass and are increasing as the le and th 

increase (fig. 4). 

C:e:ierally the energy savings are little: for instance, for common 

.::::e:-=:.~:E-::: ~ ~=~:.::g ~:-cg:-2=5 (tc = ~a h, tn = ..'.. ~. t 5P = iO '.l), the 

energy savings are lower than JO.% when the building time constant is 

higher than 20~30 h. 

0 
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The energy savings are on the contrary 
thermal inertia and for long tc. 

high for building having 

t "" 10 (h) c T = 50 (h) T = 50 (h) 

z 
3 (h) 

4 

5 " 

T (h) t. (h) 
11 re- I I 

20 40 60 70 100 0 1 2 3 4 5 0 2 4 

Fig. 3. Over-powers as a function of building time constant 
(a), t (b), t (c) 
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Fig. 4. Intermi'tent heating energy savings as a function of 
building time constant and intermittent heating program 

low 

I 
8 

Taking count of heating system the energy savings 
combination of the equations (2), (4), ( 16) , (21,), (25) 

come from the 

E = 1-(1-s)(i:: h.l(r.'h:l<E,,;; + rr.(l+p)/(1-s))/(e:;;; +TT) 
ClCl.l l CC 

(26) 

depending on the climate also, by the average heati~2 sEaso~ 
a~d t?ie syste:: nc=i~aI efficie~cies a.-:.d lesses, =- -

fac-tor, :::~ 

The system losses are nearly constant when the heating power varies, so 

11 
•t I 

,., 
5 

·111 I• 
4 I 1IP 
3 

Cl. 

.• 1 .. 
2 

I 

I 0 

10 
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we can write£ = £. = £, £ 1 = £'. = £
1

, TT ='IT. = 11. For good and well 

maintained hea~ing ~ystems cn<<m.1£ (in fa~t 1T =
1

0 , 01~0,03; £ =0,85~0,95 
rn = 0,5 medium value in Italy), so we can write the (26) simply 

E = s- (TI· p) I (E· iiil (27) 

The expression (27) takes no count of the losses , denominator, so it is 

more optimistic than the (26). The same expression shows as the 

over-power, the efficiency and losses of the system, reduce the energy 

savings. We see, in pa rt icul ar, that only when 1r = 0 the system 

efficiency, losses and climate do not reduce the intermittent heating 

energy savings. Little system losses reduce considerabJy the intermittent 
energy savings and it is possible the losses cause the continuous heating 
having more energy savings than intermittent heating. For example we 

examine the figure 5. 
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7. Conclusions 

80 100 
T (h) 

as function of 

different system 

The lumped capacity model defines the building thermal inertia using the 

time constant, synthetic and easy determined building parameter. The same 

parameter we can obtaio the intermittent heating energy savings by ~ 
simple expression, in which the intermittent heating program is also 

present. 

The lumped capacity method is rigorous if the ratio of the body intern~l 
to the external thermal resistances is ~0.1. For the buildings the rati'?, 

is not easy defined, however, assuming Lhe surface resistance of the. 
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walls as the internal one, the same ratio is near to 0. I. On the other 

hand the lumped capacity method validity increases as the building 
thermal insulation increases. 

The results obtained are good and in accordance with other authors, 

researche and studies. The results, besides, show as the energy savings 

are generally little for houses in presence of an intermittent program 
and a thermal inertia commonly used. 

The energy savings reduce taking into account a traditional heating 

system and may be they are also negative depending it on the system 
efficiencies and losses and also on tl1e climate. 

We can say, therefore, that the intermittent heating does not afford so 

many energy savings as expected. Conclusions are unlike for other type of 

buildings, as school, offices, where the heating intermittance and the 
thermal inertia can be very different. 
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